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Although the manuscript of et El Moçayd al. is well written (besides some spelling or grammar errors), I believe it does not fit in its current form in the scope the HESS journal. The analyses are rather simple and more important they do not provide new results. The manuscript reveals several trivial sentences, such as “change in runoff is largely sensitive to precipitation”, which is quite expected in a water-limited environment such as in Morocco. As noted line 5, page 22, “the conclusions are similar to previous results”.

There is no literature review about similar work in Morocco, while the results presented in the present manuscript can be already found in the following published papers:


Some specific comments:

Section 4.1 is not really a "result" section, it is rather a presentation of the study area and data.

Section 4.3.1, before using TRMM precipitation, a validation against observed data would be welcome.

Moreover, no validation of the RCM simulations is provided with observations.

The figures are not clear, such as figures 7 8 9 10.

Recommendations:
An interesting contribution of this article would be to provide an assessment of changes in runoff sensitivity coefficients (to precipitation and evapotranspiration changes), for both the historical periods and the RCPs. For instance, the coefficients of equation 2 could be computed with each RCM simulation and for different time periods and basins, to evaluate the spatio-temporal patterns and how they evolve in time, taking into account the inter-model spread in RCM simulations. In addition to reference Penman evapotranspiration, they could also analyze the actual evapotranspiration simulated by the RCMs. This requires substantial work and re-submitting a reshaped manuscript.